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macro-eyes is the AI company 

rebuilding infrastructure to 

make the delivery of health 

care predictive everywhere. 

We are a team of machine learn-

ing scientists, visual thinkers, 

entrepreneurs, healthcare ex-

perts, technologists, communi-

cators and team leaders, work-

ing across 3 continents and 7 

countries.

Learn more at macro-eyes.commacro-eyes offices and team members

Implementation of our technology

Introduction What is CHAIN?

CHAIN
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CHAIN is enterprise software 

that learns, building the Pre-

dictive Supply Chain for Health 

from the ground up. 

CHAIN makes it possible for ex-

isting resources to serve more 

people in need, unlocking ca-

pacity and increasing access to 

care. 

Here is the story of the develop-

ment of each part of CHAIN, the 

impact we’ve had so far, and a 

vision of the future of health; the 

future is now.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Founda-

tion has been providing catalytic 

funding to focus macro-eyes on 

some of the most challenging 

problems facing low and middle 

income country (LMIC) health 

systems.

When does demand change? 

Which children are at greatest 

risk for not completing their 

immunization schedules? 

Can we increase coverage 

without increasing cost? How 

does a health system ensure, 

programmatically, the equitable 

distribution of care? 
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Ishango is helping to track each 
mOPV2 vial during outbreak-driv-
en mass-vaccination campaigns. 
Today, manual counting of large 
numbers of vials is a time-con-
suming and error-prone task that’s 
repeated from the frontline to in-
cineration. Errors are common, 
but no one knows when and where 
they occur. 

Ishango simplifies an unneces-
sarily arduous task, and provides 
ready access to real-time utili-
zation data for campaign plan-
ning and verification. 
macro-eyes has worked 
closely with UNICEF to 
deploy Ishango in Nigeria 
and Zambia during re-
cent mOPV2 campaigns. 
Healthcare workers in 
the field refined the us-
er-experience and inter-

face of the application; Ishango is 
designed for healthcare workers 
who need accurate counts. 

Ishango is resilient. When there’s 
no mobile network, Ishango can 
still count. All AI runs on device. To 
our knowledge, a machine learning 
model of this power has never be-
fore successfully run on commod-
ity smart phones. Ishango can be 
deployed in environments where 
data-sovereignty and data privacy 
is critical.

Ishango has a MAE (mean 
absolute error) of 0.025 
in real-world [immuniza-
tion campaign] settings. 
Ishango is 10x-50x fast-
er than manual count-
ing. Each count is time-
stamped and geo-tagged. 

TRANSPARENCY
Ishango: The See-Through Supply Chain

Reliably count vaccine vials with a 
phone camera.

> Enabling Supply 
Chain Transparency

How to use Ishango: 

1) place the vials on the 
ground 

2) snap a photo 

3) place the vials back in 
the original container

4) time-stamped, geo-
tagged utilization and 
supply data
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Transparent Supply Chains
Using widely available mobile technology to improve supply 
tracking 

Without visibility, auditability remains a hope, and efficacy 
and impact are rough guesses. Programs have unknow-
able variability that confounds stakeholders and slows 
progress. Through the development of Ishango, CHAIN 
seeks to overcome this persistent challenge.

Ishango is a mobile application for rapidly generating 
highly accurate vial counts. Counting vaccine vials is an 
error-prone, extremely time-intensive process. It does not 
have to be. 

Ishango is helping to track mOPV2 vials – and making the 
supply chain auditable - by providing accurate counts of 
vaccines during polio campaigns (annex 2: user guideline 
to Ishango). Ishango can generate accurate, rapid counts 
from user-generated images regardless of network con-
nectivity. 

To our knowledge, Ishango is the first instance of success-
fully deploying state-of-the-art machine learning for com-
puter vision on device; the machine learning runs on the 
commodity smart phones, rather than on the cloud. This is 
not just a technical achievement. Running machine learn-
ing on device allows the deployment of critical, state-of-
the-art technology in settings where there is extreme 
sensitivity to data sovereignty and data privacy. 

macro-eyes has been working closely with UNICEF to de-
ploy Ishango in Nigeria and Zambia during recent mOPV2 
campaigns (Feb-April 2020). We’ve received over 2,000 
photos from UNICEF consultants across Zambia and Ni-
geria and have incorporated user input from the field to 
make the application more user-friendly. On the test-set 
of images, macro-eyes counts vials with a 2.5% error rate.

Ishango users train the machine learning model. They 
capture an image of mOPV2 vials and enter a manual 
count so the model can learn and adapt. Ishango will ulti-
mately track every vial, providing the first real-time index 
of supply chain ground-truths and aid in the global effort 
to eradicate Polio. 

By design, Ishango ensures standardization and audit-
ability. The legacy process is to count the same physical 
vials multiple times at different levels of aggregation – 
and when counts misalign to go back and often alter the 
numbers. Errors are common; what’s terrifying is that no 
one can quantify the error-rate intrinsic to the manual 
counting of vials.

W.S. Jevons’s seminal paper “The power of numerical dis-
crimination” empirically observes that humans can count 
at a glance a maximum of four items. Beyond this thresh-
old, high focus is required. 

Manually counting thousands of vials requires high focus 
for many hours, which inevitably leads to errors. Stud-
ies (Goggin et al. 2012) have confirmed that even careful 
counts of election ballots can lead to ~2% error (2 votes 
miscounted every 100 votes), and recounts give inconsis-
tent results in ~55% of the cases (Atkinson et al. 2008).

We can definitively quantify the time required to count – 
and Ishango is 10x-50x faster than manual counting. To-
day, vials are placed in smaller quantities in plastic zip-
lock bags and then counted, or vials are counted one by 
one by one. Human intelligence is meant for more mean-
ingful tasks. Human intelligence is required for more crit-
ical tasks. 

Ishango process: 

1) place the vials on the ground 

2) snap a photo 

3) place the vials back in the original container

4) time-stamped, geo-tagged utilization and supply data

Health experts the world over lament the 
lack of real-time visibility. 

2The Ishango bone is one of the oldest, if not the oldest, counting instruments in the world. Of African origin, this tool dates to the Upper Paleolithic 
era. macro-eyes mobile application was named after the Ishango bone. 
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Fig. 5 Accuracy improvement of macro-eyes tested machine learning models over time for mOPV2 vial counting

Technical Insight: Automated counting is a challenging 
task, especially in the presence of crowded scenes, where 
the objects to count are close to each other and partially 
overlap. Most common detection algorithms, which try to 
draw bounding boxes around the objects of interest, are 
known to be inaccurate in these settings. 

 macro-eyes tested ten state-of-the-art machine learn-
ing models (more than 1,000 numerical experiments) in-
spired by cell counting and image to image segmentation 
and tailored a new set of algorithms to carry out the vi-
al-counting task. 

Over 6 months, macro-eyes has developed a deep un-
derstanding of the problem and dramatically reduced 
the counting error (figure 5), reaching 2.5% relative MAE 
(mean absolute error). This improvement is due to more 
accurate models along with access to more data. Data is 
crucial to train the models; the pictures received from the 
field are steadily increasing the accuracy of Ishango. 

Similar tasks of automated object detection and counting 
would typically require a minimum of tens-of-thousands 
of images. Ishango is performing well with only a little 
over 2,000. 

What we learned

macro-eyes learned a great deal about mOPV2 campaign 
operations from our partners at UNICEF. In Nigeria, there 
are nine separate instances where vials are counted in-
cluding at national, state, local government areas (LGAs) 
and ward levels.

The challenges of software development in global health 
lie at the nexus of the physical and technological. Image 
acquisition was a greater risk than anticipated due to the 
irregularity of mOPV2 campaigns.

To-date on-device AI has only been achieved on expensive, 
high powered smart phones – essentially micro-comput-
ers – by tech multinationals. 

macro-eyes architected Ishango to operate on inexpen-
sive devices while disconnected from mobile service. This 
is an extraordinary achievement. Innovation advanced out 
of necessity as the team worked with UNICEF to put Is-
hango to work in remote parts of Nigeria and Zambia.

macro-eyes adapted models to learn iteratively, with a 
very limited set of images. We were surprised by the de-
gree of precision that was achieved during a period where 
Ishango was training on only a few hundred images. 

A machine learning model’s ability to learn from limited 
training data is its ability to translate to new problems 
and new environments and make an impact quickly. The 
machine learning developed by Google and Amazon, Mic-
rosoft and Facebook rely on millions and millions (in many 
cases, billions and billions) of instances of perfectly cu-
rated data. 

This approach – and these tools – don’t work for global 
health. Ishango offers a faster, more lean approach – the 
state-of-the-art brought to a fundamental problem that 
underpins global health: accurate counts of what’s on the 
shelf and what’s in the stockroom. 

We believe that the state of the art in machine learning 
will come from confronting fundamental challenges in the 
most difficult environments in the world. Engage where 
the problems are hardest and AI too will benefit: smarter, 
faster, cheaper.

Fig. 6: mOPV2 vials photo received through Ishango from Nigeria, March 2020

3“A survey of recent advances in CNN-based single image ....” 1 May. 2018, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167865517302398. Accessed 25 Mar. 2020.

4“Microscopy Cell Counting with Fully Convolutional ....” 
https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/publications/2015/Xie15/weidi15.pdf. Accessed 25 Mar. 2020.

5“Rethinking Atrous Convolution for Semantic Image ....” 17 Jun. 2017 
https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.05587. Accessed 25 Mar. 2020.

”This is the picture that best captures to me 
the problem you are solving for. “

-DR. AHMET AFSAR, 
UNICEF GENEVA 
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2019
AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

SEPT 2019
macro-eyes brings 

on eight new team 

members

TIMELINE Q3 2019 - Q2 2020

Implementation
OCT 31 2019
ML model devel-

oped that counts 

mOPV2 vials from 

an image

NOV 30 2019
macro-eyes predictive model for demand improves 

(identify which children will complete their vaccine 

schedule) Accuracy = 0.76  

Area Under the Curve = 0.74

CHAIN

Machine 
Learning

Operations

AUG 11, 2019
CHAIN grant signed

2020
JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH MAYAPRIL JUNE

FEB 2020
PSCV model for utilization has 

improved 13% from an R2=0.60 to 

0.73 using health facility phenotypes.

MAR 2020
Working with PATH to run ML models 

for vaccine utilization on PATH systems 

to explore model improvements 

APR 2020
Benchmarked macro-eyes model 

evaluating our models’ performance 

against the existing system in Tanzania 

Visual map completed for electronic 
immunization systems in Tanzania

Developed a new PSCV model that can be used 

more broadly with 12 features and R2=0.68.

FEB 18 2020
Consensus reached among 

partners in Tanzania for a map 

reflecting electronic immunization 

systems in Tanzania

DEC 15 2019
JSI partnership in 

Tanzania solidified 

to support access 

to VIMS data 

MID-JAN 2020
5% error rate (+/-10 

vials in 200) with test 

data-set achieved to ML 

count mOPV2 vials

APRIL 2020
reduced error rate to less than 2.5% 

APRIL 2020
reduced counting error rate 

to less than 2.5% 

APRIL 2020
Additional 1,000+ photos 

received from live mOPV2 

campaign in from Zambia

FEB 2020
PSCV model has 

improved from an  

R2=0.60 to 0.73 using 

health facility phenotypes.

MAR 2020
New PSCV model with now only 12 

features, maintaining an R2=0.68.

PSCV
SCALE

TRANSPARENCY

PRECISION

INTELLIGENCE

NOV 7 2019
In person meeting with Dr. 

Dafrossa and PATH to kick-off 

continuation of PSCV work and 

request/advocate for more data

SEP 12 2019
Kick off call with PATH 

to discuss Software 

Architecture of TImR

OCT 3 2019
Kick off call with 

Dr. Dafrossa and 

macro-eyes

JAN 2020
Meet remotely with 

Tumaniel Macha 

(Director of M&E in TZ) 

and PATH to discuss 

possible access to 

PSCV and DHIS2 data 

R2=0.68

96% 
fewer errors 

R2=0.7343% to 5% <2.5%

error rate
<2.0%

+8

R2=0.76

MACRO-EYES HEALTH

SEPT 2019
200+ mOPV2 vial 

photos received 

from Nigeria

OCT 2019
100+ mOPV2 vial photos 

received from Kenya

NOV 11-15 2019
Ishango mobile application 

(test module) launched on 

Google Play (ML algorithm 

built into mobile application)

OCT 16 2019
First meeting with Ahmet Afsar, 

UNICEF Geneva who has guided 

us in Ishango development and 

country-level roll-outs

Ishango JAN 2020
First update to 

Ishango mobile 

application live

DEC 10 2019
Created 500 test 

photos using empty 

vials (similar to mOPV2 

vials) for artificial test-

ing to improve machine 

learning count accura-

cy to greater than 85% 

(+/- 15 vials in 100).

MAR 2020
1,000+ photos received 

in mOPV2 database from 

from Nigeria, Kenya, 

Mozambique

NOV 22 2019
400+ mOPV2 vial photos 

received from Zambia

NOV 30 2019
Developed new phenotypes for 

health facilities in Tanzania

OCT 31 2019
Accessed 35 data sets to 

inform demand modeling 

and phenotype work. 

Demand 
Chain

JAN 2020
Combined Tanzanian DHS and 

geospatial data with TImR data 

in macro-eyes demand models, 

and found this increases predic-

tion accuracy from 78% to 82% 

and MCC from 57% to 64%.

Tested demand model robustness by removing features from TImR (e.g. 

timeliness for previous vaccinations) and found model retained 76% accuracy.

FEB 2020
Identified facility clusters showcasing where vaccine utilization is concentrated 

(“action-spots”) down to individual health facilities in Tanzania. For example, in 

the case of Tanga there are 9 facilities that account for 80% of utilization.

Developed 8 caregiver phenotypes: understanding key features and 

predictors of where children are in their vaccine schedule

0 to 76%
accuracy

NOV 7 2019
Visited 5 health facilities in 

Mozambique with VillageReach 

to prepare them for upcoming 

Telegram chat groups

DEC 5 2019
Incentive launched at all health 

facilities in Mozambique en-

gaged in Telegram chat groups

FEB 24 2020
3rd and final round of 

incentives launched in 

Mozambique for Tele-

gram chat groups

APR 1 2020
Over 3,000 messages 
received over Tele-
gram from frontline 
health workers in 
Mozambique 

MARCH 2020
macro-eyes and 
VillageReach visited 
5 health facilities to 
conduct focus group 
discussions and an 
survey with chat 
group participants 

Chat groups led to some 
behavioral changes and 
improvements at health 
facilities 

JAN 30 2020
Received first 1,000 

messages over Telegram 

from frontline health 

workers in Mozambique 

JAN 6-13 2020
2nd round of incentives launched in 

Mozambique for Telegram chat groups

Human-Experts- 
In-the-Loop

NOV 26 2019
5 Telegram chat groups launched with 32 

frontline health workers in Mozambique 

4,000 
messages

1,000

CHAIN
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